
SDX Web3 Infrastructure
Non-custodial Ethereum Staking

Designed for institutional clients who need to scale  
their own Ethereum staking capability.

Join us
now!
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SDX Web3 is an integral part of the SIX Group and leverages high quality and mature  
services from both SIX Group and SIX Digital Exchange (SDX).

SDX Web3 non-custodial staking is a technology infrastructure solution allowing businesses 
to participate in secure, efficient, and cost-effective Ethereum non-custodial staking. 
The service is designed for institutional clients who need to scale their Ethereum staking 
capability.

With a user-friendly and intuitive interface, SDX Web3 Staking makes it easy for businesses  
to participate in staking by eliminating the need for complex technical skills. Holders of  
ETH, the native token of Ethereum, can stake their ETH and participate in securing the 
network by locking up ETH in exchange for rewards. 

SDX Web3 leverages services from SIX Group and SDX. Since 2021, SDX has been successfully  
operating digital financial market infrastructure for digital securities, overseen by FINMA 
licenses. As part of SIX, we adhere to high operational and security standards. We understand 
the importance of customer protection, a clear governance framework, and regulatory 
obligations in the digital asset space.

Staking is an umbrella term used to denote the act of pledging your crypto assets to 
a cryptocurrency protocol to earn rewards in exchange. Staking allows users to participate 
in securing the network by locking up tokens.

The higher the amount of crypto assets you pledge, the higher the rewards you receive. 
The rewards are distributed on-chain, which means the process of earning these rewards  
is completely automatic.

Every time a block is validated new tokens of that currency are minted and distributed as 
staking rewards. SDX’s integration tools and experience operating in institutional markets 
give our clients easy access to Ethereum staking capabilities with high security and reliability 
standards.

SDX Web3 Staking Services

Unlock the Full Potential of Your Crypto Assets

3. Receive Rewards

1. Stake Tokens
2. Participate 
in Consensus



A product tailored to 
institutional clients

Service and support

Our product is designed for institutional clients who need to scale their own
Ethereum staking capability.

With an API capable of managing the entire staking process, institutional
clients can create new validators, generate deposit contract transactions 
and monitor validator status in real-time.

• Validator
   management API

• Dynamic validator
   orchestration

• Validator monitoring
   dashboard

• Proven quality
  of service from
  Swiss financial
  infrastructure
  provider

• Secure, off-chain
   key management

• Secure API and
   UI access 

• Infrastructure setup 
   and support

• Security audited
   infrastructure

• Failover and zonal
   cloud redundancy

• Leading validator 
   node uptime

Managing the Ethereum consensus layer infrastructure is complex and
requires expert knowledge.

SDX Web3 abstracts away the complications of blockchain infrastructure
management and provides best-in-class service and support.

• Optional slashing 
    protection
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 Service and Support

Our product is designed for institutional clients who need to scale their own 
Ethereum staking capability.

With an API capable of managing the entire staking process, institutional clients 
can create new validators, generate deposit contract transactions and monitor 
validator status in real-time.
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Why should you select SDX Web3 for Ethereum Staking?

Swiss partner understanding local regulations and banking requirements:
    Full node infrastructure hosted in Switzerland
    Trusted counterparty and consolidated supervised as part of the SIX Group
    Legal contracts covered under Swiss law

Highest security standard
    Failover and zonal cloud redundancy
    Security audited infrastructure and off-chain key management

Regulation ready for staking
    Custody and full ownership of assets remains with SDX Web3 customers
    Enhanced functionality to ensure compliant transaction validation, etc.
    

Highest possible rewards for ETH staking
•   Optional slashing protection and penalty mitigation
•   Leading validator node uptime
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Swissness

Security & Stability

Reward Maximation

Compliance

Swiss partner understanding local regulations and banking requirements
• Full node infrastructure hosted in Switzerland

• Trusted counterparty and consolidated supervised as part of the SIX Group

• Legal contracts covered under Swiss law

Highest security standard
• Failover and zonal cloud redundancy

• Security audited infrastructure and off-chain key management

Highest possible rewards for ETH staking
• Optional slashing protection and penalty mitigation

• Leading validator node uptime

Regulation ready for staking
• Custody and full ownership of assets remains with SDX Web3 customers

• Enhanced functionality to ensure compliant transaction validation, etc.

 ›  Participation rate 

 ›  Certification

 ›  Swiss hosted infrastructure

 ›  Slashing protection

 ›  OFAC Compliant MEV

 ›  VQF membership

 ›  AML on wallets

SDX ETH Staking USPs

>99% 

Why Should you Select SDX Web3 for Ethereum Staking?



Disclaimer
None of the information contained herein constitutes an offer or a recommendation to buy or sell or take any other  
action regarding financial instruments. SIX Digital Exchange AG or its direct and indirect subsidiaries (hereafter: SDX) are  
liable neither for the completeness, accuracy, currentness and continuous availability of the information given, nor for 
any loss incurred as a result of action taken on the basis of information provided in this or any other SDX publication.  
SDX expressly reserves the right to alter prices or composition of products or services at any time. 
© 2024. SDX Web3. All rights reserved.

Meet our team and discover
how we can work together. 

Sales
sales@sdx.com
+41 (0)58 508 30 60

Learn more about 
our products:


